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1. Introductiort 
Tanny [3] generalized the notion of alternating subsc-[s. of integers to the notion 
of an (a, b)-alternating subset of integers, where a anu b .were arbitrary plrsitive 
integers. He, however, enumerated only the (a, I)-altcrnatmg k-subsets of S, -the 
set of the first n natural numbers. A little later, Catlitz [l] and Gupta 12) 
generalized the notion further and solved independently the enumeration problem 
completely. Their solutions turned out to he basically the same. The problem was 
brought to our nDticc by Professor Gupta at a seminar at the Panjab University in 
February, 1976. We were able to give an extremely simple solution which we 
present in this ?‘totc. 
2. Notations 
is an H-alternating k-subset of S., if 
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We denote by T,, the set of N alternating k-subsets of S, with the least eiement 
tdd and by T, the set of those with the least element even. 
if the H-alternating k-subset A belongs to ir,, increase ach element of B, by I 
fur each r G 1. This operation transforms A into a set of distinct even integers 
n f 1. Denote this set by 20 and ser. 
B is clearly a set r)f nr!urai numbers each g [ SI(~ + r)] = rn say. Thus, we have set 
up a l-1 correspondence between T,, and the k-subsets of S,,,. Hence 
where in * = [ f(n + t - l)], 
Note that these evaluations how that T,, and T, depend only on the number of 
blocks in A and not on the order or magnitude5 of the h ‘s. 
